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In a world where people are short on time, they require agile
waiting spaces that fuel their need for comfort, convenience,
and connection. The Atwell collection of guest chairs, lounge
seating, and tables puts people at ease, no matter where they
wait. With durable, cleanable solutions, Atwell stands up to any
public waiting area, including corporate social settings, higher
education common spaces, and hospitality environments.
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™

PR O D U C T S H E E T

Organic wood-framed shapes,
comfortable seating, and array of
warm materials evoke a residential
atmosphere to create inviting spaces.

Linger and relax
The lightscale, contemporary design of the Atwell
collection helps create attractive interiors and nurturing
settings. Modularity and ease of reconfiguration provide
a wide range of application choices and flexibility in
space planning to enrich the user experience.
Contemplate and reflect

Design and Construction
Atwell offers a broad vocabulary to create a wide variety
of applications. These elements can also be combined
with other Haworth products to expand its potential
application.

The trapezoidal seat back shape and tandem
configurations of Atwell seating create physical
boundaries and a sense of personal space. Control
the degree of exposure to cultivate a calm, serene
setting that offers individual or group privacy.

Products are available in standard finishes as well
as healthcare compliant finishes to meet rigorous
requirements of healthcare environments.

Connect virtually or face-to-face

• Tab-lock construction on lounge seating

Coordinating occasional tables provide small
worksurfaces for people as they wait, whether
working alone or gathering in groups. Access to
power for charging mobile devices helps keep them
connected to their work, friends, and family.

• Standard wood finish contains silver-ion antimicrobial
top coat to inhibit the growth of bacteria

• Mortise-and-tenon locking dowel construction
on arm chairs

• Stain resistant material options
• Solid surface arm and table top option
• Lifetime warranty on workmanship and materials
• Meets Healthier Hospital Initiative
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA X5.4 or X5.11
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